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Discriminant Analysis Features For Bimodal 

Emotion Recognition  
 

Gaikwad Kiran Pandhari, Manna Sheela Rani Chetty 
 

Abstract: Now days recognizing the face accurately is becoming more challenging and essential task in the biometric authentication. Use of minimum 

facial features is important to reduce the complexity of designing the face recognition system. The performance of any emotion recognition system is 

mostly dependent on efficient design of face recognition system. Recently in the direction of emotion recognition a lot of the work is carried out. It is 

suggested by some researchers that use of only facial features or speech features are not sufficient to design emotion recognition system. Here in this 

paper the approach to extract the facial and speech features to recognize the emotion is proposed. Survey suggests that, combining both the features 

(facial features and speech features) to recognize the emotion improves the emotion state recognition accuracy. Proposed method uses extraction of 

facial features in both the directions (row and column) using maximum margin criteria with Modified Linear Discriminant Analysis (MLDA). The respective 

speech data signals are extracted using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) of the speech. The resultant features (facial features and speech 

features) are further integrated to construct an informative feature library. The constructed feature library provides a base for recognizing the emotions 

using advanced regression model, called as Incomplete Sparse Least Square Regression (ISLSR).  After experimentation, the proposed approach is 

found to provide improved recognition accuracy of emotions than existing approaches. 

 

Keywords: Bimodal emotion recognition, MLDA, MFCC, Incomplete Sparse Least Square Regression, Feature Library  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Facial feature or speech feature extraction is the key step in 

emotion recognition. The two techniques Principle component 

analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

describes feature extraction and data representation 

techniques of pattern recognition. PCA design a feature 

space such that the feature samples have the minimum 

reconstruction error. LDA design a feature space where the 

samples within the class are close together, and the samples 

between the classes are sufficiently away from each other. 

PCA and LDA transforms 2-D matrices into 1-D. As a result, 

the feature vectors lie in a high-dimensional space. So, it 

requires the more data samples This is known as small 

sample size (SSS) problem [15]. LDA has the SSS problem in 

which the within-class covariance matrix becomes singular, 

and thus, the traditional LDA algorithm fails. As a refinement 

to this problem, number of approaches suggested, including 

pseudo-inverse LDA [17], direct LDA (DLDA) [19], regularized 

discriminant analysis [20], inverse Fisher [21], maximum 

margin criterion (MMC) [22], weighted piecewise LDA [23]. 

PCA plus LDA approach (PCA + LDA. PCA+LDA is method 

uses feature extracting methods. It does not solve the SSS 

problem. The 2DDA [24] introduced as a computation of 

between class, within-class, and total scatter matrices. Due 

extraction of discriminative features in 2DDA, its complexity is 

less. 2DDA uses the data structures for data analysis while 

1DDA ignores the underlying structure. As 2DDA derives 

within-class scatter matrix non-singular [19], small sample 

size problem is avoided in 2DDA. As 2D-PCA 25] and 2D-

LDA extracts features in one direction, feature extraction time 

required is less than traditional PCA and LDA. 2D-PCA and 

2D-LDA use more discriminative features and it takes longer 

to test than 1-D environments. 2DPCA [25] and 2DLDA [26] 

are working in the row direction of images. Combining row 

and column directions, two-directional 2-D PCA ((2D)2PCA) 

[27] and two-directional 2-D LDA((2D)2LDA) [28] methods 

become more efficient representation. Extracting efficient 

discriminant features in less amount of time is a challenging 

task. 2DDA extracts the features in both directions of images. 

So, it is quite possible that the obtained features have 

redundant information. These redundant features can be 

reduced by combining 2DDA and 1DDA. Speech emotion 

recognition can be categorized into two parts as Speech 

Feature Extraction and Emotion Classification. In the Speech 

Feature Extraction, extraction of the speech features that are 

related with the emotions is carried out. And emotion 

classification stage is to determine the emotion based on the 

obtained speech features. During the last decade, many 

speech emotion recognition methods had been proposed [31], 

among which the regression-based approaches had been 

very popular in recent years. In speech emotion recognition, 

trained model used to decide emotion category. Using this 

technique, following problem occurs: 

 

i) Due to large dissimilarities between the speech data 

under         training and the testing phase, it predicts out 

of speech         sample data.  

ii) Another problem is that, different speech emotion 

features         contribute differently to the emotion 

recognition. Some speech features contribute more 

speech emotion information whereas some speech 

feature contribute less speech emotion information. 

Hence, it would not be a good choice to use all speech 

features since some contain less useful information.  
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The increase of speech features increases the computational 

complexity. And hence the higher dimensionality of the 

speech feature vector may cause the over-fitting problem [32]  

 

Here, II describes literature review, III proposed bimodal 

emotion recognition system, IV Experimental discussion and 

V conclusion 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Related Works 

In 2017, Davood Gharavian et al. [1] have worked on emotion 

recognition using  audio data and visual data. Here, the audio 

and visual systems have combined at feature and decision 

levels using stacked generalization technique. For describing 

the improved values in the parameter of choice, the learning 

rate of Fuzzy ARTMAP Neural Network (FAMNN) and Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) used. The results obtained from 

experiments showed that the computations of unimodal 

systems were improved using the decision level fusions, 

feature level, and PSO optimization-based FAMNN. In 2016, 

M. Shamim Hossain and Ghulam Muhammad [2] have 

proposed an visual - audio emotion recognition system using 

Multi-Directional Regression (MDR) properties. The MDR was 

employed for the ridgelet and audio transform coefficients for 

recognizing the images of the face. MDR captures the four-

directional information. Generally, the ridgelet transform was 

a helpful equipment to discover the ridges in the points of 

interest. Moreover, two Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 

classifiers are utilized uniquely for the purpose of 

classification. Here, these two classifiers were mainly used for 

face modality and the speech modality. To make the final 

decision by means of the Bayesian sum rule, the scores of 

the two ELMs were combined. Besides, the system was 

calculated in the eNTERFACE database by means of both the 

bimodal and single modal. In 2016, Soroosh Mariooryad and 

Carlos Busso [3] had worked on a new technique based on 

the asymmetric bilinear design for lexical compensation. In 

machine learning applications, to separate style from the 

content, the factor design for separation was established 

initially. Moreover, the proposed approach does not need 

phoneme labels, which was an important enhancement over 

the supervised lexical compensation. Here, two supervised 

lexical compensation techniques like model-level and feature-

level are adopted, which presume that labels of viseme and 

their alignment of time information are existing for testing and 

training the models. Finally, the simulations on SEMAINE 

database by image-based features reveals the efficiency of 

the implemented method. In 2016, Felix Shaw and Barry-John 

[4] have worked on expressive visual speech animation that 

differs from time and frame by frame. Here, the Active 

Appearance Models (AAM) has provided a description for 

statistical shape and appearance changes in a regular image 

set. Moreover, the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

offers a architecture  

 

 

for calculating  this matrix for computing the independent 

components. Here, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

was adopted to project the appearance and shape into lower 

dimensional spaces which involve the simpler computation. 

In 2016, J. Yan et al. [5] have introduced a bimodal emotion 

recognition technique based on Sparse Kernel  Reduced-

Rank Regression (SKRRR) fusion technique. In this paper, 

the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature 

descriptor has obtained efficient properties from facial 

expression modality and speech modality. Therefore, the 

SKRRR fusion technique was adopted to combine the 

features of emotion of both the modalities. In addition, the 

proposed technique was a nonlinear extension of the 

conventional Reduced-Rank Regression (RRR). In RRR, the 

response feature vectors and predictors were kernelized by 

mapping them to two high-dimensional feature spaces using 

two nonlinear mappings. Finally, the experiments of bimodal 

and monomodal emotion recognitions are simulated, and the 

results have indicated that the proposed technique achieves 

the largest rate of bimodal emotion recognition . 

 

B. Review 

Few research contributions have been made to address the 

problem in bimodal emotion recognition. The conventional 

emotion recognition system is shown in Table I. PSO used in 

[1] has experimentally shown its fast convergence behavior. 

Nevertheless, it sticks with local optimal under multimodal 

scenarios. Moreover, ridgelet transform [2] is more effectual, 

and it overcomes the drawbacks of the wavelet. Conversely, 

the main issue of this method is its ineffectiveness for certain 

applications. Besides, the bilinear model [3] can be 

concurrently utilized for multiple instances. Designs of the 

bilinear model are sub-optimal. The Independent component 

analysis in [4] has been experimentally demonstrated that the 

model is essential for each expression. The Regression 

model used in [5] has shown optimal results, but it is limited to 

predicting the numeric output. Hence, it is motivated to deal 

with the bimodal emotion recognition from both the facial 

expression and speech. 

 

Author [Citation] Adopted 

Methodology 

Features Challenges 

Davood Gharavian et al. [1] PSO algorithm  Good convergence rate 

 Less computational complexity   

 Sticking with local optimal under multimodal 

scenarios 

M. Shamim Hossain and 

Ghulam Muhammad [2] 

Ridgelet Transform  More effective in handling direction 

 It overcomes the shortcoming of the 

wavelet 

 Not viable for majority of the applications 

Soroosh Mariooryad and 

Carlos Busso [3] 

Bilinear model  Multiple 

instances can be concurrently used 

 Designs are suboptimal 

Felix Shaw and Barry-John 

[4] 

Independent 

component analysis 

 A model is required for all the 

expression instead of all expression 

pair 

 The output animation is still imperfect to the 

styles for which a model is accessible. 

Jingjie Yan et al. [5] Regression model  It implements a statistical model and 

shows optimal results. 

 Deployed to design non-linear relationships 

 It restrict from predicting the numeric 

results. 
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III.  BIMODAL EMOTION RECOGNITION 

APPRAOCH 
From above literature review it is observed that, designing the 

bimodal emotion system for emotion recognition improves the 

recognition accuracy.  With this conclusion from literature 

review, here bimodal emotion recognition approach is 

proposed. With the achievement of Two-Dimensional 

Maximum Margin criteria and Regression Technique, here 

combination of these two techniques is proposed to design a 

bimodal emotion recognition.  

et vD be the database and iV be the video where vNi 2,1

and vN is the number of videos in the database, The video iV

includes both image and video sequences represented by Eq. 

(1), where, IN is the total number of image frames and AN is 

the number of video sequences. 
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C. Facial Feature Extraction 

The facial features are obtained modified maximum 

margin criteria [33] method. A face image sample set

 TBBBB ,, 21 , where every individual element addresses a 

face image represented with  a nm  dimension matrix and 

T  denotes the total number samples used for training. Here

c 21, are used to define pattern classes and 

 cini ,1  is the total  number of the face image samples of 

the 
thi  class 

The N  describes the entire mean matrix of B and

 ciN i ,1 indicates the mean matrix of the 
thi  class. The 

2-D in-class scatter matrix wP , 2-D among class scatter 

matrix bP , 2-D entire scatter matrix tP  are given by 

Eq.(2), Eq. (3), Eq. (4) respectively. 
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The 2-D in-class scatter matrix is given by wA , the 2-D relying 

among class scatter matrix  indicated by bA  and the 2-D total 

scatter matrix referred by tA  which are formulated as and 

represented by Eq. (5), Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), respectively, 

where, bA , wA and tA are mm matrices. 
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MMC [22] is a 1-D linear discriminant technique that does 

exhibit the issues caused due to SSS. The aim of MMC is to 

discover a projection matrix which increases the standard 

border among the classes as represented by Eq. (8) where, 

 

 

 zVr denotes the trace matrix of z , wW and bW denotes the 

in-class scatter matrix and between-class matrix respectively,

S refers to weight that is referred for optimization and 
tS is 

the transpose of weight. 
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Feature extraction technique depending on MMC principle is 

efficient, stable and robust. The 2D
2
MMC method extracts 

distinguishing face feature vectors from two directions as 

shown in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10). 
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Thus, 2D
2
MMC should identify two best projectors from both 

directions, namely, the column projector AMMCS  and the row 

projector PMMCS  . 

The subsequent steps are the procedure for 2D
2
MMC 

extraction. 

 Evaluate bP  and wP , which are nn matrices as 

represented in Eq. (4) and bA and wA which are mm

matrices as defined in Eq. (7). 

 Using 2D
2
MMC, calculate two projectors from both the 

directions.  

 Measure the row projector PMMCS  by finding optimization 

in Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) 

   s.t.       0,/max nPPVrwPPw wb

r

iwb

tr

i          

(11) 

Calculate the column projector AMMCS   in Eq. (10) and 

Eq. (12).  

s.t.       0,/max mAAVrwAAw wb

c

iwb

tc

i          (12) 

Further, by employing the projectors PMMCS  and

AMMCS  , the dimensionality reduction of facial feature 

vectors can be done using Eq. (13). 
rc nn

PMMC

t

AMMC

nm

AMMCPMMC PXSSPXSS






  :   (13) 

 Convert 2-D matrix into 1-D vector, and then apply Linear 

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to take out the features 

further. Also evaluate the bW
~

and SW
~

in the crnn  

dimensional space. 

 Calculate  nlLDAS  ,2,1 which 

comprises the general eigen vectors of bW
~

and SW
~

 

related to the non zero eigen values, and then employ 

the projector LDAS  as represented in Eq. (14) to 

minimize the dimensions further 

lrc nt

LDA

nn

LDA SxSSxS :                 (14) 

  Recognition: For a given face image test sample set B , 

utilize the three projectors PMMCS  , AMMCS  and LDAS to 

reduce the dimension, and then use the nearest neighbor 

classifier to classify the face image test sample set. 

After obtaining facial feature vectors by 2D
2
MMC, the weight 

S in Eq. (8) should be optimized by Non-Linear Image 
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Programming Model [34]. And hence the unique features, 

which clearly distinguish the emotions, can be obtained. The 

obtained face feature vectors are represented with 1F where

 
DNaaaF 211 , . Here DN indicates the number of features 

obtained using 2D
2
MMC. 

D. Speech Feature Data Extraction 

Cepstral analysis (MFCC) [36] is adopted for obtaining the 

audio feature. The speech data signal  ns , is obtained from 

the two signals  nG  and  nI  represented in Eq. (15). 

Composite cepstrum  nŝ  is represented in Eq. (22), where, 

 nG and  nI represents the actual speech portion data and 

No speech data portion respectively. 

           nInGnsnInGns ˆˆˆ              (15) 

The cepstral coefficients can be found by Eq. (16). The log 

of the speech data signal  zL is represented in Eq. (17)  

           zLzLzLnsnsns 2121           (16) 

          zLzLzLzL ˆlogloglog 21           (17) 

The convolved signals  ns1̂ and  ns2
ˆ  could be summed if 

the complex-log is discriminative. The z transform can be as 

follows: 

     nsnsns 21
ˆˆˆ              (18) 

It is observed that, having poles and zeros into the unit circle 

of the signal  ns  is not feasible. So, to avid Eq. (19) is used. 

       vLjvLvL  ||loglog           (19) 

If      vLvLvL 21 then   vL|log can be computed using 

following equation:  

             ||log||log|log||log 2121 vLvLvLvLvL         (20) 

The real cepstrum,  nDx  is represented as follows:  

    dveeLnD lvnlv

x ||log
2

1







           (21) 

The magnitude of  nDx is real non-negative value.  

The risky cepstrum  nŝ is computed as follows:  

         dveeLleLns lvnlvlv arg||log
2

1
ˆ 


               (22) 

The phase is denoted as  arg ,   vL|log and  lveL|log are 

the log spectrum of the signal. It is complex logarithm and 

risky cepstrum of the actual sequence is real. 

The real cepstrum is the even part of  nŝ .  nDx , is 

computed using an Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) applying 

on the log spectrum of the speech signal as follows:  

 
   

2
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             (23) 

Instead of using Fourier transform on speech signal data, 

Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied on speech signal 

data as follows: 
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 hLt
ˆ is denoted as the sampled version of  jweX̂ as follows: 

    


p
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The cepstral feature  nDt  of  ns can be computed as follows:  
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where H is the period 

Thus, the speech feature data obtained using cepstral method 

(MFCC) is represented by 2F where  
CNbbbF 212 , , here 

cN represents the total number of speech data features 

obtained from cepstral analysis. 

 

IV. RESULTS  
The proposed bimodal emotion recognition approach 

implemented using matlab and simulation results observed. 

For the experimental purpose, video data of a person with 

various emotions (angry, sad, surprise, fear, happy and 

disgust) is captured with some convarsation. Video data is 

caputured under certain restricted conditions. In noise free 

and same lighting conditions the videos are captured. The 

person is asked to speak certain dialogue and video is 

captured. The videos of 50 persons for 10 seconds with 

different facial expressions are captured. Assuming that 50 

persons are not wearing glasses and no major facial changes 

videos are captured. Using the audio extractor and frame 

sequence extractor, the speech data and facial image data 

obtainned. For every person and for each of the emotion 

speech data feature vectors and face image feature vectors 

are created. The features in image sequences in video were 

extracted based on the 2D
2
MMC technique and the audio 

sequences were extracted using the cepstral analysis. Every 

emotion category contains the possible features obtained with 

2D
2
MMC and cepstral analysis. In this way training database 

to recognize the emotion category is designed. Then one of 

the untrained video data of a person is used for testing. 

Applying   2D
2
MMC and cepstral analysis facial feature vector 

and speech data feature vector obtained of untrained data. 

And using ISLSR classification technique emotions are 

recognized. Proposed combination of 2D
2
MMC- ISLSR (DI) 

for recognizing emotions is compared with four existing 

combinations such as LDA- LDCA (LL), Row-MDC- LDCA 

(RML), Column-MDC-LDCA (CML), DDMMC-LDCA (DL). 

For experimental purpose, the videos of 10 seconds of 50 

persons  are created. From Table II, the emotion recognition 

accuracy of the proposed bimodal emotion recognition system 

is 5% better than LL, 2.5% better than RML, 5% better than 

CML, 10.4% better than DL 

 

TABLE II   Facial Feature Analysis of Proposed and 

Conventional Technique 
Approach Accuracy 

LL 0.722222 

RML 0.740741 

CML 0.722222 

DL 0.685185 

DI 0.759259 
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Similarly, the cepstral analysis for the proposed method is 

analysed with Cepstral-LDCA (CL) and the results are 

obtained. From  Table III, the proposed of CI is 2.5% better in 

terms of accuracy than the conventional CLcombination 

 

TABLE-III Speech Feature Analysis of Proposed and 

conventional Technique 

 
Approach CL CI 

Accuracy 0.7037 0.722222 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
The proposed emotion recognition method obtains facial data 

features and speech data features. Facial data features were 

obtained using the proposed 2D
2
MMC features, which makes 

use of MLDA. The key feature of this method is to avoid small 

sample size problem. Hence, complexity of designing emotion 

recognition system becomes easier due to reduced features.  

Further, cepstral analysis (MFCC) is used for extracting 

features from speech data. Also, with the reduction of facial 

data features, speech data features are integrated to improve 

overall recognition rate. As here, regression technique is used 

to classify facial features and speech data features, the 

emotion recognition accuracy is improved. Experimental 

results show that emotion features classified with ISLSR 

classification technique is 5% better than LL, 2.5% better than 

RML, 5% better than CML, 10.4% better than DL. The 

cepstral analysis with ISLSR classification technique (CI) is 

analysed with Cepstral-LDCA (CL) and the results are 

obtained. The proposed CI method is 2.5% better in terms of 

accuracy than the conventional CL combination 
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